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Sonic Studio Introduces Amarra Hifi™

Redefines Award Winning Computer Music Player Range and Affordability

HIGH-END, Munich, Germany – May 3, 2012 – Sonic Studio today announced the release of 
Amarra Hifi, an exciting new product in its highly regarded Amarra family of computer music 
players for the Apple Macintosh. Priced at $49.99, Amarra Hifi features Sonic Studio’s award 
winning digital audio engine that works directly with Apple’s ubiquitous iTunes application to 
deliver an immersive listening experience that reveals previously unheard nuance, punch and 
clarity in recorded music.  In combination with the release of Amarra Hifi, Sonic Studio also 
announced a revision of its Amarra product range and new pricing that enables music lovers 
everywhere to enjoy audiophile quality music and control easier than ever before. 

“Amarra Hifi is simply a stunning combination with iTunes; it’s really like you just upgraded your 
speaker system without spending the thousands it would take to do so,” said Paul Stellingwerff, 
President of MediArte, a well known supplier of professional content creation, mastering and 
audiophile playback systems located in The Netherlands.  “Clients tell me that once they listen to 
music with Amarra, they’re immediately hooked on the deep sound-stage and the undeniable 
clarity it delivers, and that they never want to listen without it ever again!”

Sonic Studio has streamlined its software player product portfolio with Amarra and Amarra Hifi 
available for $189.00 and $49.99 respectively.  Amarra is designed for users who want the 
ultimate control over their music playback experience with full playlist creation, support for 
384kHz resolution, Sonic mastering-level EQ and cache-play modes that can even operate 
autonomously from iTunes.  

Amarra Hifi is designed for music enthusiasts as the perfect companion for iTunes and brings the 
undeniable Amarra sound, convenience of auto-sample rate switching and support for a broad 
range of file types, up to 192kHz sample-rate resolution and compatibility with world-class digital-
to-analog converters.  

“Music is emotional,  it connects us with the events in our lives; and that’s why we built Amarra 
Hifi because it excites one's passion for music like nothing else,” said Jon Reichbach, President 
and Chief Engineer at Sonic Studio in San Anselmo, California.  “Amarra Hifi breaths new life into 
all your music including standard MP3s,  even your laptop speakers will sound amazing.   We hope 
you’ll love it as much as we do.”

About Amarra
Introduced in 2008, Amarra defined a new category with high quality computer based music 
playback.  Amarra is based on the same Sonic Studio Engine used by mastering professionals 
worldwide to create millions of commercially released music titles since 1992.  This common use 
of digital audio engine between soundBlade and Amarra creates a unique connection between the 
mastering studio and the consumer that ensures music can be experienced in exactly the way it 
was intended to be heard.   Amarra has been awarded the 2011 Stereophile Computer 
Component of the Year Award as well as The Absolute Sound Golden Ear award in 2010.

About Sonic Studio
Located in Marin County, California, Sonic Studio is passionate about music. The company 
manufactures best-of-class software applications for the professional music mastering industry as 
well as systems, audio restoration technology, and computer audio playback applications for 
professional audio engineers, forensic technicians, and consumer audiophiles and music 
enthusiasts everywhere.  For more information please visit www.sonicstudio.com.
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